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NATURAL RESOURCES

SOCIAL RESOURCES

INSTITUTIONAL: votes, rights, contracts, awards; 
instruments of diplomacy, authority, and 
legitimacy; titles, memberships, badges, tickets...

information: knowledge
          k n o w - h o w
          n e w s
                   traditions
    trust, rights, contracts,
    treaties, property, law and
    governance systems, money,
    accounting systems, insti-
    tutions, kinships,lineages,
    formal and informal social
    networks; marketplaces,
    libraries and databases

"infrastructure:" existing 
machinery, buildings, roads, 
communication systems, stocks 
of goods...

DESTRUCTION GOODS: incinerators, bulldozers, 
saws, shredders, crushers; (de)magnetizers, 
weapons; explosives, solvents, poisons; drugs, 
viruses,  television...

SERVICES

REPLACEMENT GOODS: machine parts, body parts,  
repair tools; drugs, fertilizer, seeds; insurance...

GOODS

light, air, water
energy: solar
            hydro
            geothermal
            fire
            nuclear
land: soil
         strategic location
         conformation
         raw materials (e.g. ores)
space, time, life-span
natural rythms
crops, animals, people...

CONSUMPTION GOODS:  food, drink, clothing, 
cleaning agents, cosmetics, medicine; artworks, 
entertainments, and tourism; automobiles,  
appliances, sports equipment; energy, life-time...

TO NATURE: forestry, wildlife management, 
ecology, organic agriculture, environmental 
monitoring, waste and pollution control, "green" 
politics and design...

TO MACHINES: engineering; diagnosis, maintenance 
and repair, monitoring and control; energy supply...

TO PEOPLE: health care, law, management, finance, 
education, transportation, communication, design, 
consulting, research, government, entertainment, 
construction; food prep, cleaning, beautification...

PROTECTION GOODS: paints, lubricants, vitamins, 
preservatives; vaccination serums, insecticides; 
cleaning, diagnostic, monitoring, and warning 
equipment; levees, armor; shelter... 

TOKENS

INTERPERSONAL: permissions, encouragements, 
approvals;   respect, status, and price signals; 
guarantees and protections, promises and threats, 
expressive/demonstrative acts in general...
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THE ECONOMIC PRODUCTION CYCLE
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returning

                W O R K

BY HUMANS (and animals): labor + 
endeavor + experience + intelligence

BY MACHINES: labor + experience 
(embodied)

BY COMPUTERS: labor + experience 
+ intelligence (programmed)

PRODUCTION ("CAPITAL") GOODS: new machinery, 
transportation and communication equipment, 
hardware and software; new ideas, techniques, 
knowledge, new institutions and buildings; materi- 
als, instruments (physical and financial); children...
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